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task  TSA2.4,  which  reported  its  intermediate  development  status  in  Deliverable  SA2.2  “IP 
slice service Prototype’ in March 2009. 
The  tool  manual  and  final  report  of  the  effort  are  contained  here  and  they  will  not 
duplicated in DSA2.3,  as the effort was a joint effort of the two tasks as a key collaboration 
between the two activities. 
The  Deliverable  DJRA2.4  “Final  prototype  testing”  is  a  complementary  technical  report  on 
the  latest  IPsphere‐MANTICORE  interoperability  prototype  tests  based  on  the  FEDERICA 
infrastructure,  to  assess  the  viability  of  a  FEDERICA  service  interoperability  with  the 
IPsphere/TMF framework. 
The  tool  described  here  was  designed  with  the  objective  of  providing  an  interactive 
application with  a  graphical  interface  to  operate  on  resources    for    the NOC and  the  end 
users  (researchers). The  tool  simplify  the creation and configuration of  resources  in a  slice 
and  it  is  a mandatory  step  to  ensure  scalability  of  the  NOC  effort.  It  offers  an  interactive 
Graphical  User  Interface  that  translates  the  users’  actions  to  commands  in  the  substrate 
(network nodes and V‐nodes) and slice elements (Virtual Machines). User accounts may be 
created  for  the  NOC  and  for  researchers,  each  with  specific  privileges  to  enable  different 
sets  of  capabilities.  The NOC account  has  full  access  to  all  the  resources  in  the  substrate, 
while each user’ account has full access only to the virtual resources in his/her slice . 
The tool has been developed using the Java programming language as OpenSource code and 
relies  on  the  open  source  Globus®  Toolkit.  Testing  has  been  performed  in  a  laboratory 
environment and on some FEDERICA substrate equipment (1 switch, 2 VMware Servers)  in 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management  and  monitoring  in  a  virtualized  network  context”  focused  on  research  in 
various areas, such as resource discovery, monitoring, routing, etc. Once the virtualization of 
network  elements  and  infrastructures  is  possible,  the  next  step  is  to  allow  stitching 
resources across different PoPs within the FEDERICA substrate. The tool has been developed 
to  allow  a  partially  automated  and  simplified  creation  of  virtual  infrastructures  in  the 



















Center  (NOC)  and  the  end  users  (researchers)  a  set  of  functionalities  to  configure 
and manage slices. The FEDERICA Slice Tool allows the configuring of a substrate and 
slices  from an  integrated GUI where  the user  can  send all necessary  commands  to 




users.  The  Administrator  account  is  the  only  one  capable  of  creating  researcher 
accounts.  Additionally,  the  tool  offers  virtualization  capabilities  in  order  to  create 





routers have already been  implemented,  they only needed  to be  integrated  in  the 
tool  which  was  done  by  UPC.  The  tool  has  been  tested  in  all  functionalities 
mentioned  in  the  document  for  each  layer  (engine,  Web  Services,  GUI).    For  the 































‐ Configure  devices:  The NOC  is  able  to  operate  over  the  physical  devices  already 
added  into  the  substrate.  For  example,  the  NOC  can  create  for  routers  logical 
interfaces,  tunnels,  logical  routers,  etc.  and  configure  them.  For  switches,  logical 
switches and VLANs can be created and CoS parameters can be modified. Also, VMs 
can  be  created  on  VMWare  Servers  and  its  server  parameters  can  be  configured 
(number  of  Hard  Drives,  Disk  space,  etc).  For  more  detailed  information,  see  the 
“Substrate Editor Guide” section inside the tool manual. 
 
‐ Maintain  substrate  configuration:  The FEDERICA Slice Tool allows  the creating of 




slice  creation. NOC can virtualize  links and  interfaces of  the physical  and/or  logical 
devices.  For  example,  if  we  have  a  physical  link  between  a  VMWare  server1  and 
router1,  it  can  be  virtualized  as  a  link  between  VM1  (from  VMWare  server1)  and 
interface ge‐0/0/0.1 of logical router1 which belongs to router1. 
 








‐  Export/Release  slices:  Once  the  NOC  has  mapped  a  researcher’s  requested 
resources into a slice, the request should be exported in order to become visible for 
the end user. As stated previously, slices are exported to organizations and, once the 
exportation  is  complete,  then  all  organization  members  will  be  able  to  configure 
those exported slices once  they  log  in with  their  researcher account. The opposite 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Upon  launching  the FEDERICA Slice  Tool,  the user will be  required  to  log  in  before  gaining 
access  to  the  system.  Before  one  can  log  in,  a  FEDERICA  user  account  must  have  been 
created by the administrator.  
When  presented  with  the  login  dialogue  (Fig.  2‐1),  the  user  must  enter  the  Login  ID  and 

























Both preference editors work  in the same manner;  to add an element to the list write  it  in 
the  field  under  the  list  and  then  click  on Add  to  List;  to  remove  an  element,  it  has  to  be 
selected from the list and clicked to Remove Selection. All the list elements can be placed in 
 














The  FEDERICA  Slice  Tool  is  based  on  the  User  Controlled  Lightpath  Provisioning  Tool 
(www.uclp.ca), therefore user accounts are maintained on a server that communicates with 
the UCLP Management Center when logging in and for editing user accounts. There are two 
types  of  user  accounts  that  can  be  created:  Administrator  and  Researcher.  Administrator 
























Researcher:  A  researcher  is  a  member  of  an  organization  that  does  not  have  its  own 
substrate  network.  These  organizations  typically  receive  a  slice  from  a  NOC  administrator 
 






or by clicking  the  icon on  the toolbar.  Before  the editor can open,  it will  call  the server  to 
obtain  all  the  user  accounts  that  you  have  access  to  view.  If  you  are  logged  in  as  a  NOC 
Administrator,  then  you  will  be  able  to  view  and  edit  all  users.  If  you  are  logged  in  as  a 
researcher, you will not have any access to other users. 
 























New  users  can  be  added  by  clicking  the  Add  User  button.  Existing  user  accounts  can  be 





the Create New User wizard  (Fig.  2‐8). Only NOC Administrators can  create new accounts. 
Researchers cannot create new user accounts at all. 
 

























You will  also  notice  that  the password  string  is  likely much  longer  than what was  entered 
initially when the account was created or when you logged in. This is because all passwords 
are  encrypted  using  SHA  encryption.  The  password  can  be  changed,  but  make  certain  to 
completely delete the field in order to remove all the encrypted characters before retyping 
the new one.  The new one will  be  encrypted when  the Finish  button  is  clicked.  From  the 









































The  palette  provides  the  user  with  tools  to  perform  the  editing  process.  The  palette  is  a 
"flyout palette" i.e. when the user does not want to use any of the tools, it can be hidden by 







‐ Marquee  Tool: Allows  the selection of multiple devices by selecting a  square area of  the 











map where  the device  needs  to be placed. Changes  to  the  layout and  the palette settings 
can be made by right clicking anywhere on the palette and selecting the desired options. 
 




The  editing  area  provides  some  features,  such  as  the  ability  to  drag  a  device  and  drop  it 
wherever  desired  and  the  ability  to  zoom  in  and  out.  The  editing  area  can  be  extended 
infinitely,  even  outside  the  borders  of  the  background  image,  by  selecting  a  device  and 
dragging  it  beyond  the  editor  boundaries.  Right‐clicking  the  editor  or  its  components  will 




The  outline  view  (Fig.  2‐12)  provides  another  view  of  the  physical  substrate.  It  is  a  tree 
viewer  that  shows  all  the  devices  in  the  substrate.  Each  element  in  the  outline  can  be 





























It  is  possible  to  change  the  following:  zoom,  the  background  map,  view  the  details  of  a 
substrate device, create and delete a  logical  tunnel  interfaces,  logical  interfaces and  logical 


















The  "Create  New  Physical  Substrate"  wizard  (Fig.  2‐17)  will  be  launched  to  assist  in  the 
creation of the new physical substrate. 
 




















The profile  combo box  allows  the user  to  load  all  the  information  from an  existing  device 
configuration. All fields will be filled in when selecting one configuration. If a profile does not 
exist,  a  new  profile  can  be  created.  A  Physical  Device  profile  will  benefit  the  user  when 
adding  the device  in  the physical  substrate. A profile can be  created and  loaded down  for 
this  element  by  selecting  it  in  the  profile  combo  box  instead  of  manually  entering  the 
element  information  each  time.  To  create  or  modify  a  profile,  you  must  go  to  Window/ 












no  real  connection  with  devices.  This  functionality  is  useful  for  testing  due  to  avoiding 










Selection. There  is another button  that  clears all  the  information  fields.  In  this  case, when 
creating different profiles, the user will not need to delete every field manually 
 
Upon  completion,  the  device  icon  will  appear  on  the  map  at  the  selected  location.  The 
location of the device can be changed by dragging and dropping it  to a desired place or by 
changing  its  x,y  coordinates  in  the  "Properties"  view. Also,  if  the  device  is  selected,  other 
data in the device can be changed using the "Properties" view. 
 
















The  topology of  the substrate  is  created using  the Topology Tool  in  the  Physical Substrate 
Editor (Fig. 2‐20). To manually create the substrate topology, select the Topology Tool from 
the  palette  in  the  Physical  Substrate  Editor,  click  on  the  first  physical  device  you  are 






















If a physical  link  is  selected using  the Selection Tool,  its properties will be displayed  in  the 




































The  wizard  is  shown  in  Fig.  2‐26.  In  the wizard,  a  logical  interface  can  be  created  from  a 
physical or a logical router. If the option “None” in the combo box from the field “Select the 
logical  router”  is  selected,  this  specifies  that  the  logical  interfaces will be created over  the 
physical  router. Otherwise,  if any of  the  logical  routers of  the physical  router are selected, 
the  logical  interfaces will  be  created over  the  selected  logical  router.  The next  field  is  the 
“Select the port”, the port over which the logical  interface will be created. Finally, the field 












As  with  creating  logical  interfaces,  logical  routers  can  be  created  in  the  same  two  ways: 
right‐clicking  over  the  physical  router  and  selecting  the  option  “Create  logical  router”  or 







































and select  the option “Add virtual  switch”. To add a Virtual  Switch  the user will need  free 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In  the  FEDERICA  project,  the  end  user  will  be  able  to  create  an  iso  image  with  all  the 
software needed to install on the VM (including the OS) and link this  iso image as the main 
CD‐ROM of the VM, permitting the installation of all  the  included software. The field “Path 




















to each of  its virtual ports and uses that  information to forward  traffic  to the correct VMs) 
which  groups  one  or more  physical  interface  (one  physical  interface  can  be  associated  to 
only  one  Virtual  Switch).  When  you  select  a  port  group  from  the  combo  box,  you  are 
specifying that a Virtual  Interface needs to be associated to this port group. The number of 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‐ VLAN  name:  must  be  unique  on  the  device  and  must  be  well  formed.  If  not,  the 
wizard will show an error. 
‐ VLAN tag (VLAN  ID): must be unique on the device.  If not, the wizard will show an 
error. 


































































The  user  can  also  select  a  logical  interface  inside  a  physical  port  and  configure  its 
parameters. Logical interfaces require more configuration than physical ports: 
 




configuration).  If  “inet”  is  selected,  filtering  options,  “IP  address”  and  “Subnet 
prefix”  will  become  available  for  editing  and  the  resetting  of  options will  become 
unavailable. Ethernet‐switching parameters are explained below: 










‐  Reset  configuration:  This  button  clears  all  the  wizard  fields  resetting  current 





Left‐clicking  “Ethernet  Switching  Options”  will  launch  the  Ethernet  Switching  Options 
Wizard. It is a very simple wizard where the user can change the “ether‐type” parameter of 
the  Ethernet  Switching  Options  global  device  configuration.  The  parameter  Ether‐type 












In order  to separate a physical switch  in several parts, the user can create  logical switches. 
Logical switches are formed by a (previously configured) VLAN and set of  logical  interfaces. 













‐ VLAN Selection:  VLAN of  the  right  tree  are  the one  assigned  to  the  logical  switch. 
Only one VLAN can be selected. 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Scheduler  Maps:  Scheduler  Maps  (Fig.  2‐49)  maintain  the  relation  of  Forwarding  Classes 
with schedulers. Every Scheduler Map can contain one or more Scheduler ‐ Forwarding Class 

















Filters  and  policers  use  the  CoS  configurations  shown  above  to  define  rules  in  order  to 
distribute packets in different ways. The wizard is shown in Fig. 2‐51.  
 






At  the  left‐hand  side of  the wizard,  is  the  filter  configuration.  The  combo box  contains  all 
configured filters of the device. By selecting one of them, its configurations will appear. Each 






At  the  right‐hand side of  the “Filters and Policers” Wizard are  the configured policers. The 
user can add‐, delete‐, or modify‐ existing policers. 
 
As  explained previously,  error  checking  is  performed during  the  creation  and modification 
process  and  the  operation  cannot  be  finished  if  an  error  is  detected.  If  CoS  parameters 
depend on other parameters, then it will not be possible to remove them.  
 
















‐ Interfaces:  Upon  selecting  a  logical  interface  from  the  left  tree,  Input  and Output 

























































The  wizard  shows  basic  information  about  the  VMWare  Server  and  more  detailed 
configuration about its VMs. 
‐ Port: Select a port to see its configuration on the “Selected Port Information” group. 

























To  create  a  Virtual  Interface,  there  are  two  ways  to  trigger  the  wizard.  The  first  is  right 
clicking  on  the  device  where  the  new  Virtual  Interface  will  be  created.  The  alternative  is 















The  first  field  “Logical  Device”  specifies  if  a  new Virtual  Interface  from  a  logical  interface 
belonging to the physical device or to a specific  logical router or switch will be created. The 




















The  third  page  of  the  wizard  (Fig.  2‐60)  is  an  informative  page  with  all  the  information 























link  between  logicalRouter1  of  router1  and  logicalSwitch1  of  switch1;  or  a  link  between 
virtualMachine1 of  server1 with  another  router,  switch or VM.  In  the  example  above,  the 















































For  manual  synchronization,  the  user  must  right‐click  the  physical  device  and  select 
“Synchronize device”. The tool will request a confirmation from the user since this operation 
can take a  long time depending on the device type and configuration.  If  the user confirms, 
the synchronization will begin. When finished, a message will inform the user if the element 







NOTE:  In  the  Root  Resources  List  Editor  and  Network  Editor,  the  icon  representing  the 
device will change to red. 
 
At  the Properties  view  (bottom of  the  Physical Substrate Editor)  the  tab  called “Problems” 

























When  the  application  starts  and  the  user  loads  the  different  editors,  he  will  be  asked  to 











Check  the box  “Enable  Periodic  Synchronization”  and  set  the desired  time.  Every  time  the 
defined  time  period  passes,  the  tool  will  ask  for  a  refresh.  The  procedure  is  the  same  as 
previously explained. 
 






networks.  The  root  resource  list  shows  a  virtual  representation  of  the  Physical  Substrate 
Editor.  At  the beginning,  the  root  resource  list  only  shows  the devices,  logical  or  physical, 







NOTE: Going  forward,  a  device  representation  in  the  Root  Resource  List  Editor,  Slice  and 
Network Editor will be called a Virtual Node. 
 
The  NOC  administration  is  able  to  virtualize  interfaces  or  links  in  the  Physical  Substrate 
Editor. To virtualize means to create an instance of this resource to be subleased to a third 

















Marquee Tool or with Selection Tool).  Right‐click on  your choice and select “Add  to Slice”. 
The “Assign To Slice” Wizard will appear (Fig. 2‐70). 
 
This  wizard  is  very  simple.  At  the  left,  the  different  virtual  resources  that  have  been 
previously  selected  with  either  the  Selection  or  Marquee  tool  are  shown.  If  one  of  the 
resources listed is marked,  its properties are shown in the wizard. To select the Slice where 



















To  create  a  new  slice  the user must  click  the  "Create  new Slice"  icon on  the  toolbar  (Fig. 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the  FEDERICA Slice Tool  so  the more devices added  to your substrate,  the bigger  the map 

















The  second  is  for  choosing  a  new  owner  for  the  slice.  Resources  are  exported  to 

















































The Network Editor  is  the part of  the FEDERICA Slice Tool  that  lets  the  researcher  (or end 
user) manage his/her virtual slice by performing some configurations. Using this editor, the 




















- Selection  Tool  ‐  Allows  the  user  to  select  elements  (Virtual  Nodes  and  resources) 
that are on the editor. The editor can be panned by pressing and holding the space 
key and then clicking and dragging the editor area to move the viewable area. 
- Marquee  Tool  ‐  Allows  the  user  to  select  multiple  Virtual  Nodes  by  selecting  a 
square area of the editor. 
 




ability  to drag a Virtual Node and drop  it wherever desired and  the ability  to zoom  in and 
out.  The  editing  area  can  be  extended  infinitely,  even  outside  borders  of  the  background 
image  by  selecting  a  Virtual  Node  and  dragging  it  beyond  the  editor  boundaries.  Right‐
clicking  the  editor  or  its  components  will  cause  a  context  menu  to  appear,  with  options 
depending on the Virtual Node(s) and resource(s) currently selected. 
 















the  FEDERICA  Slice  Tool  so  the more Virtual  Nodes  your  network  has,  the  bigger  the map 











To modify  an  IPv4  Address,  the  user  right‐clicks  on  a  link  or  an  interface  and  selects  the 












To  configure  an OSPF  area,  it  is  necessary  to  select  only  the  routers  to  be  included  in  the 











in the OSPF area. The subsets of  interfaces  that can be selected are all the  interfaces from 
the  devices  previously  selected.  After  selecting  the  interfaces  to  be  included  in  the  OSPF 
area,  click on Next  to go  to  the second page  (Fig. 2‐81). On  the second page,  there  is  one 












To configure BGP,  it  is necessary  to  right‐click on a  router  selection and select  “BGP”, and 
then  the  “BGP” wizard will  appear.  This  wizard works  differently  depending on  the  router 
manufacturer and  to which  type of  router  BGP  is applied.  In  the current  version  there are 
two different routers: XORP software based routers and Juniper routers. The common fields 
are  the  two  ASs  (local  and  peer),  “AS  number”  and  “Peer  AS”;  the  name  of  the  policies, 












































For  more  information  on  this  option,  refer  to  “Synchronize  devices”  inside  the  “Physical 
Substrate Editor” section. There are a few differences namely: 
‐ For  manual  synchronization,  right  click  over  Virtual  Node  to  refresh  and  select 
“Synchronize device” (Fig. 2‐86). 
 








If  de‐synchronization  takes  place  and  the  user  is  a  researcher,  he  must  report  to  an 
administrator in order to solve the problems shown in the Problems List. 
 







DJRA 1.2;  in  this deliverable  the prototype  is  explained  in more detail and  the  final  source 
code for the prototype is presented. 
The prototype would be responsible for discovering new resources (devices) in the FEDERICA 
infrastructure.  The  resource  discovery  protocol  consists  of  three  phases:  the  discovery, 
control and refresh phase. The first phase actively discovers new resources  in the network, 
the  second  phase  controls  these  resources,  and  the  refresh  phase  is  responsible  for 




The network discovery prototype  requires  two actions: proper configuration of  the  JUNOS 





were  introduced.  In  the  implemented prototype,  the discovery phase’s  starting point  is an 
SNMP  trap  which  is  sent  by  the  device  that  wants  to  connect  to  the  FEDERICA  NOC.  A 
requirement of this option is that the device that wishes to connect must know the NOC’s IP 
address  to  which  it  should  connect.  This  requirement  can  be  avoided,  by  having  the  trap 
receiver  on  another  location  and  forwarding  the  packet  to  the  central  NOC.  In  this  case, 
when  the  trap  receiver  forwards  the  packet,  the original  source  address  of  an  SNMP  trap 








The  Juniper  routers  (MX‐480)  and  switches  (EX‐3200)  currently  used  in  the  FEDERICA 
infrastructure  have  the  possibility  to  be  SNMP  enabled.  The  JUNOS  software  installed  on 
these devices  supports SNMP versions 1, 2 and 3.  All  standard SNMP MIBs are supported, 
and  Juniper  has  developed  several  enterprise‐specific  MIBs.  For  this  prototype,  only 






then  the  SNMP  will  be  enabled  on  the  device.  Once  the  SNMP  is  enabled,  it  must  be 
 
























on  the  recipient or  the  type of  traps  that are sent. For example,  for all  traps  to be sent  to 
one host a separate trap‐group should be established. The trap group name is a string, and 
will  be  embedded  in  the  community  field.  The  NOC,  or  implemented  trap  receiver,  can 
therefore recognize the SNMP trap as belonging to FEDERICA. 
 
Within  the  trap‐group FEDERICA, statements are configured that define which  traps should 
be sent and where they should be sent. The configured statements are categories, targets, 
and  version.  The  categories  statement  specifies  the  trap  types  which  the  trap  group  can 


















As mentioned  previously,  a manual  restart  is  required  after  the  local  configuration  of  the 
device.  The device will  then  transmit  an  SNMP coldstart  trap  to  the  NOC upon  rebooting. 
The NOC will identify the source address of the trap upon receipt and, if this is a device that 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The  prototype  trap  receiver  is  a  simple  Java  program  which  listens  to  incoming  UDP 
transmissions which  come  into  the  program  server  and  are  directed  to  the  default  SNMP 
trap  port  (UDP  162).  The  program  consists  of  two  Java  resources:  UDPServer.java  and 
SNMPMessageReader.java.  For  the  program  to  function,  the  open  source  SNMP4J  library 










stores  the datagram source  IP address which  identifies  the device  that  sent  the datagram. 




The  source  IP  address  and  the  device  type  are  all  the  information  necessary  for  the 
FEDERICA Slice  Tool  to start communicating with  the new device. The prototype has been 
successfully  tested on  a  local  testbed  consisting  of  Juniper  devices.  Therefore,  in  the  code 




Tool.  This  registration  step  is  currently  done  manually.  After  an  integration  process,  the 
registration  step  could  be  done  automatically  by  the  FEDERICA  Slice  Tool,  minimizing  the 
manual  configuration  to a  simple configuration  (explained previously  in Section 3.1)  in  the 
devices  before  deploying  them  in  the  physical  substrate.  A  recommended  future 











This  document  has  presented  the  latest  developments  within  the  JRA1.2  work  package 
which  are  the  user  manual  for  the  FEDERICA  Slice  Tool  and  a  new  resource  discovery 
prototype.  
The  tool manual contains  information for all  functionalities available at  the moment. Slices 
can be  created,  configured  and managed  easily  using  the  tool.  The manual  offers  a  clear, 
step‐by‐step procedure for the NOC, or other users, to configure the infrastructure and the 
various  slices  on  the  infrastructure.  The  complete  source  code  of  the  tool  can  be 
downloaded from the FEDERICA Wiki.  
A  resource  discovery  prototype  has  been  created  separately  from  the  tool  that  could 
eventually be implemented in the FEDERICA Slice Tool. This would further automate the tool 
functionalities  avoiding  the  NOC  to  add  devices  manually  to  the  FEDERICA  infrastructure. 

























































 static String IP_ADDRESS = "192.168.3.1"; 
 static int SNMP_PORT = 162; 
  
 public static void main(String args[]) throws Exception 
 { 
   
  DatagramSocket socket = new DatagramSocket(SNMP_PORT); 
  byte[] receiveData = new byte[1024]; 
 
  DatagramPacket packet = new DatagramPacket(receiveData,    
receiveData.length); 
  System.out.println("running"); 
   
   
  while(true) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Listening for new devices"); 
   try 
   { 
    socket.receive(packet); 
      
    SnmpMessageReader snmpReader = new SnmpMessageReader(); 
    SnmpMessage msg; 
    byte[] data;  
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    InetAddress IPAddress = packet.getAddress(); 
    int sourcePort = packet.getPort(); 
 
    System.out.println("UDP datagram received from  
                       "+IPAddress.toString()+":"+sourcePort); 
    msg = new SnmpMessage(); 
    data = packet.getData(); 
    msg.data = packet.getData(); 
     
        
    try { 
     msg.decodeMessage(msg.data, 0); 
 
    } catch (SnmpStatusException e) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
     
    SnmpPdu pdu = msg.decodeSnmpPdu(); 
 
    //System.out.println("PDU:"+pdu.pduTypeToString(0)); 
    //System.out.println("msgtostring2:"+msg.printMessage()); 
 
 
    snmpReader.checkCommunity(msg); 
    if(snmpReader.isColdStart(msg,snmpReader.checkVersion(msg))) 
    { 
     /* Initiate registration process with FEDERICA TOOL,  
      * providing the IP of the SNMP message source, and the 
      * type of device 
      * */ 
     String device= snmpReader.checkDevice(msg); 
     System.out.println(device+" with IP address "+IPAddress+" has  
                        joined to the network"); 
      
     /* FEDERICA Tool would be able to load the physical 
      * switch or router configuration into the workbench 
      * creating the corresponding device driver 
      */ 
    } 
    } catch (Exception e){ 
    System.out.println(e); 
    }  
   } 
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public class SnmpMessageReader { 
  
 public byte[] PDU;  
 String dummyMessage = "Community: {\n46 45 44\n}"; 
 String coldStartIDv1 = "06 0a 2b 06 01 06 03 01 01 04 03 00"; 
 String coldStartIDv2 = "06 09 2b 06 01 06 03 01 01 05 01"; 
 String EX_3200_ID = "06 0c 2b 06 01 04 01 94 4c 01 01 03 02 1e"; 
 String MX_480_ID = "06 0c 2b 06 01 04 01 94 4c 01 01 01 01 19"; 
 String J_2350_ID = "06 0c 2b 06 01 04 01 94 4c 01 01 01 01 18"; 
 String J_2350b_ID = "06 0c 2b 06 01\n04 01 94 4c 01 01"; 
  
 public SnmpMessageReader() { 
     
 } 
 
 public String checkCommunity(SnmpMessage message) { 
   
  String msg = message.printMessage(); 
  String community = ""; 
  return community;   
 } 
 
 public boolean isColdStart(SnmpMessage message) { 
   
  String msg= message.printMessage(); 
   
  if (msg.contains(coldStartIDv1)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("SNMP version2"); 
   return true; 
  } 
  else if (msg.contains(coldStartIDv2)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("SNMP version2"); 
   return true; 
  } 
  return false; 
 } 
  
 public boolean isColdStart(SnmpMessage message, int version) { 
   
  String msg= message.printMessage(); 
  if (version==1 && msg.contains(coldStartIDv1)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("version1"); 
   return true; 
  } 
  else if (version==2 && msg.contains(coldStartIDv2)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("version2"); 
   return true; 
  } 




 public int checkVersion(SnmpMessage message) { 
  
  String msg= message.printMessage(); 
  if (msg.contains("Version: 0")) 
 
  . 
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  { 
   return 1; 
  } 
  else if (msg.contains("Version: 1")) 
  { 
   return 2; 
  } 
  else return 0; 
    
 } 
 
 public String checkDevice(SnmpMessage message) { 
   
  String msg= message.printMessage(); 
  if (msg.contains(EX_3200_ID)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Juniper EX3200 Switch"); 
   return "Juniper EX3200 Switch"; 
  } 
  else if (msg.contains(MX_480_ID)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Juniper MX480 Router"); 
   return "Juniper MX480 Router"; 
  } 
  else if (msg.contains(J_2350_ID)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Juniper J2350 Router"); 
   return "Juniper J2350 Router"; 
  } 
  else if (msg.contains(J_2350b_ID)) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Juniper J2350 Router"); 
   return "Juniper J2350 Router"; 
  } 









The purpose of  this  section  is  to discern  the viability  of  the  implementation of any  kind of 
traffic  prioritization  in  the  FEDERICA  infrastructure.  To provide a  test  bed  for  researchers, 









Another  point  to  be  studied  is  the  convenience  to  let  the  user  set  (or  request)  his  own 









CoS  can  be  configured  across  network  devices  at  Layer  2.  A  simple  use  case  is  a  Layer  2 
network configuration  requests an  intrinsic QoS, because  the user  is expecting a  link  to be 
working at a specific data rate. Ensuring this data rate would be a type of QoS requirement. 
CoS  at  Layer  2  can  divide  traffic  into  classes  to  which  different  levels  of  throughput  and 
packet loss can be applied in a congested situation. The different classes of services can be 
used  for  different  applications,  different  VLANs,  etc.  Each  packet marked  as  one  of  these 
classes can be placed into different output queues, and each one with different service level. 
To support CoS, every element in the Layer 2 network (switch, or router working as a switch) 
must be configured. Every switch in the network examines  its  incoming packets  in order to 






















Packet  classification  associates  incoming  packets  with  a  CoS  servicing  level. 
Classifiers  associate  packets  with  a  Forwarding  Class  and  loss  priority,  assigning 
packets to output queues. Two general types of classifiers are supported: 
o CoS value  traffic  classifiers  (also  called behaviour aggregate):  Based on  the 
CoS value in the packet header. 




Policers  limit  traffic  of  a  certain  class  to  a  specified  bandwidth  and burst  size.  The 
policers can be associated with  input  interfaces and VLANs.  Packets exceeding  the 
policer limits can be discarded. 
- Forwarding Classes 
Forwarding  Classes  group  the  packets  for  transmission.  Packets  are  assigned  to 
output  queues  based  on  the  Forwarding  Classes.  Forwarding,  scheduling,  and 
marking  policies  applied  to  the  packets  are  affected  by  the  Forwarding  Classes  as 
packets  transit  switch.  There  are  four  main  Forwarding  Classes,  although  the 
switches  are  able  to manage  up  to  16  in  order  to  improve  the  granularity  of  the 
classification: 
 

















The  queue  fullness  defines  the  delay‐buffer  bandwidth,  which  provides  packet 
buffer space to absorb burst  traffic up to the specified duration of delay. Once the 
specified  delay  buffer  becomes  full,  packets with  100 percent  drop probability  are 




and  traffic policing  (controlling  the maximum rate of  traffic  sent or  received on an 
interface). 
The following firewall filter types are supported by the EX‐series switches: 




that  enter  a VLAN,  are  bridged within  a VLAN,  and  leave  a VLAN.  You  can 
apply VLAN firewall filters  in both  ingress and egress directions on a VLAN. 















The next  picture  (Error!  Reference  source not  found.)  demonstrates  how  JUNOS  software 



















































 Apply  a  policer  which  discards  or  sets  a  specific  loss  priority  to 
packets if they exceed bandwidth or burst size limits. 
The  next  schema  shows  an  example  of  traffic  classification  inside  an  interface where  two 
VLANs  are  filtered.  A  policer  is  applied  to  each  virtual  LAN  to  discard  or  change  the  loss 







Forwarding Classes place  traffic  in  its own queue. Each  interface  in  the device has a  set of 



































A  Forwarding  Class  is  created  by  associating  them  with  queues.  This  component  is  very 
important because all other CoS rules reference it, rather than referencing the queues. 












assume  the packets arrived  in  the order  indicated by  their number.  In  the default  Class of 
Service  configuration,  all  the  traffic  would  have  arrived  in  queue  0  and  would  have  been 
transmitted  in  the  order  they  arrived  (first  1,  then  2,  3,  and  4).  However,  because  the 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The  device  which  serves  the  high‐priority  queues  transmits  those  packets  first.  Then  it 
transmits the packets from the low‐priority queues. 
This schema assumes that the interface was busy when packets arrived, so they all had to be 
queued,  and no new packets were placed  in  the queue meanwhile.  Real  cases  are  usually 
more complicated than this example, as packets are constantly arriving and being placed in 
queues.  In  that  case,  new  traffic  arriving  would  change  the  transmission  order  based  on 
priority and transmit rate. 




to  fill  completely and  then  to discard all  incoming packets  until  it has  space available. The 
expedited‐forwarding  and  assured‐Forwarding  Classes  have  no  schedulers  since  no 
resources  are  assigned  to  queue  5  and  queue  1  by  default.  However,  one  can  manually 
configure resources for the expedited‐forwarding and assured‐Forwarding Classes. 
Each  queue  can  exceed  the  assigned  bandwidth  if  additional  bandwidth  is  available  from 
other  queues.  When  a  Forwarding  Class  does  not  fully  use  the  allocated  transmission 
bandwidth,  the  remaining  bandwidth  can  be  used  by  other  Forwarding  Classes.  This  is 



































































































































































You can specify one or more match  conditions  in a  single  from  statement. For a match  to 
occur, the packet must match all the conditions in the term. The from statement is optional, 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You  can  specify  no  more  than  one  action  (accept,  discard,  or  routing‐instance)  per  filter‐
term. If you omit the then statement or do not specify an action, packets that match all the 
conditions  in  the  from  statement  are  accepted.  However,  you  should  always  explicitly 
configure an action and/or action modifier  in the then statement. You can include no more 


















You can configure policers  to  rate‐limit  traffic on EX‐series  switches. After you configure a 
policer, you can include it in an ingress firewall‐filter configuration. 




















To determine  the value  for  the burst‐size  limit, multiply  the bandwidth of  the  interface on 
which the filter is applied by the amount of time to allow a burst of traffic at that bandwidth 
to occur: 
Burst‐size = bandwidth * allowable time for burst traffic 
The range for the burst‐size limit is 1 through 2,147,450,880 bytes. 
 
Specify the policer action discard to discard packets that exceed the rate limits: 
[edit firewall policer] 
user@switch# set <policer‐name> then discard 
Discard is the only supported policer action. 
 
To reference a policer, configure a filter term that includes the policer action: 
[edit firewall family Ethernet‐switching] 
user@switch# set filter <filter‐name> term <term‐name> from vlan <vlan‐name> 
user@switch# set filter <filter‐name> term <term‐name> then policer <policer‐name> 
A firewall‐filter that is configured with one or more policer actions, like any other filter, must 
be applied to a port, VLAN, or Layer 3 interface. 
